Annual Review 1998-1999

One rider in the London to Brighton Bike Ride raised £17,500
Around 3.5 million information leaflets sent out 241 grants
awarded for medical equipment - worth over £1.5m 4,042
children joined the Artie Beat Club 88 new Heartstart UK
groups set up 27,000 cyclists each pedalled 58 miles in
one day in the London to Brighton Bike Ride, the biggest
in Europe Around 4,500 heart patients seen by BHF nurses
3,330 youngsters took part in the BHF Junior Golf
Championship Around 20 lives saved thanks to BHF-funded
defibrillators Over 31,000 visits to BHF’s new website 30 new
BHF Nurses funded 35 new shops opened Over 70,000 people
were trained in basic life-saving by Heartstart UK 33 nurse
training meetings funded Close to £1/2m raised by staff and
customers of Kwik Save 317 new research grants awarded totalling £38.3m 285 defibrillators purchased for use in the
community Over 50,000 children took part in Jump Rope
For Heart Almost 3,000 copies of the Fit or Twit educational
CD rom distributed to schools and families BHF’s second
awareness-raising TV advertisement prompted over 7,000
telephone calls during one month 12 issues of Factfile sent
to over 44,000 GPs giving the latest information on heart
disease Over 500 Heart Runners in the London Marathon

These Newfoundland dogs are giving BHF-funded research
a much needed helping hand - or should that be paw? The
breed is prone to a heart problem which is also the leading
cause of heart transplants in humans. Researchers in
Edinburgh are using harmless ultrasound scans and blood
samples to search for the dog gene responsible. This could
be a vital step towards new treatments to help save the lives
of dogs as well as people.

A message from
the Director General

Although it has become something
of a cliché to talk about the new
millennium, it does present the BHF
with new challenges. Deaths from
coronary heart disease in the UK have
been falling since the 1970s - probably
as a result of better treatments and
changing life-styles. But we cannot
just sit back and assume these trends
will continue. As we come to the end
of the 20th century, heart and circulatory
disease is still the UK’s biggest killer,
claiming almost 300,000 lives each
year. The Foundation must therefore
continue in its support of research and
in its educational and patient care
work to ensure that everything
possible is done to reduce the toll of
heart disease on future generations.

However, we should not be
despondent – in the 38 years since the
BHF was established, we have seen
major improvements in our
understanding about the prevention,
diagnosis and treatment of heart
disease with many more lives being
saved as a result. Thanks to scientific
research, our knowledge of
cardiovascular disease has progressed
at a rate few doctors in the 1960s
could ever have hoped to achieve.
Undoubtedly, this knowledge will
bring about further advances
in prevention and care in the years
to come.
1998/99 has been yet another year of
progress for BHF - just some of which

is highlighted on the following pages.
We are very grateful to all those
who have played a part in making
this happen. I hope you will find
our achievements as encouraging as
I do, and that it will inspire your
continuing support for the BHF in
the year 2000 and beyond.

Leslie Busk
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The aim of the British Heart Foundation
The aim of the British Heart Foundation is to play a leading role
in the fight against heart disease so that it is no longer a major
cause of disability and premature death by:
• Funding medical research into the causes, prevention,
diagnosis and treatment of heart disease
• Providing support and information to heart patients and their
families through British Heart Foundation Nurses, rehabilitation
programmes and support groups
• Educating the public and health professionals about heart
disease prevention and treatment
• Promoting training in emergency life support
skills for the public and health professionals
• Providing vital life-saving equipment to hospitals and other
health providers
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Medical Director’s report

The British Heart Foundation
launched its cardiac liaison nurse
scheme, BHF Nurses, in the summer
of 1996. We started with 15 nurses
with the aim of helping bridge the gap
in medical care between leaving
hospital after a heart attack or
coronary surgery and subsequent
visits to a clinic or GP surgery. This
break in care can cause patients
considerable psychological stress. But
there is also a risk that patients lose
out on rehabilitation and secondary
prevention – advice and treatment
aimed at preventing further heart
problems. Inevitably, some patients
will suffer further complications, but
the medical and surgical advances of
recent years have greatly improved
the outlook for many.

health professionals to ensure that
patients did not slip through the safety
net of care. As a result of this success,
we expanded the scheme by funding a
further 30 nurses in the spring of 1999
(see page 17).
The BHF Nurses scheme was a
natural development of our support
for cardiac rehabilitation and our
involvement in patient support
groups. However, we should not
forget that the effective prevention of
coronary disease available today has
only come about as a result of
research to improve our understanding
of the disease and how it develops.
This is why our work concentrates
on research.

Research has shown that many heart
patients in the UK may not receive
adequate rehabilitation and secondary
prevention. With that in mind, a vital
part of the BHF Nurse’s role is to help
GP practices to provide good secondary
prevention and to ensure that the
patient knows what can and should be
done to maintain good health.

Keeping health professionals and
patients informed about progress in
heart research is another important
role for the BHF. So I hope you will
find this brief overview of some of the
work we have supported in the last
year both interesting and informative.
And I hope you will be reassured that
the BHF is leading the way in the fight
against heart disease.

Our evaluation of the BHF Nurse
scheme has painted a very positive
picture. The majority of the nurses’
time was spent in the community,
visiting thousands of patients in their
own home and working with other

Professor Brian Pentecost MD FRCP
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New Chairholder joins BHF ranks

Prof Anna Dominiczak from the
University of Glasgow joined the BHF
this year as a new chairholder. This
brings the number of researchers in
this distinguished position to 25, each
heading up specialist teams around the
country in their field of excellence. We
are particularly pleased to welcome
Prof Dominiczak, whose 10 year
history of BHF-funded research has
contributed greatly to our knowledge
of heart disease, particularly within
her specialist fields of high blood
pressure (hypertension) and genetic
causes of cardiovascular disease.
Born in Gdansk, North Poland, Prof
Dominiczak grew up within a medical
family, and followed in the family
footsteps qualifying with a medical
degree in 1978. In 1982 she moved to
Glasgow, where she received most of
her postgraduate training in clinical
medicine and research.
In 1986 Prof Dominiczak moved to
the Medical Research Council Blood
Pressure Unit, where she gained
valued experience in combining her
hands-on medical knowledge with
laboratory-based research. It was
through this experience she achieved
her first real break, securing a oneyear BHF international fellowship at
the University of Michigan in 1990.
Here she learned about the
importance of new genetic techniques

that form the backbone of her work.
With this knowledge, Prof Dominiczak
returned to Glasgow to set up a
specialised research group, bringing
together scientists and doctors
working on the genetic and
environmental causes of high blood
pressure. The centre, again partfunded by the BHF, is now at the
forefront of research into
hypertension. The group collaborates
with other scientists and clinicians in
Glasgow, the UK and internationally,
to ensure that the latest techniques are
being used effectively to diagnose and
treat high blood pressure and related
cardiovascular problems.
Other work being carried out by
Prof Dominiczak and her group
includes research into the lining of
blood vessels. This could lead
towards the development of new gene
therapy techniques to help treat
circulatory conditions.
“I’m delighted to have become a BHF
Professor,” said Prof Dominiczak.
“This position offers a very exciting
opportunity for myself and the BHF
Blood Pressure Group. High blood
pressure is a key risk factor for heart
disease – this research will further our
understanding of its development and
effect, helping us to reduce the number
of lives lost to it in the future”.
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Bristol
A £100,000 project at the Bristol
Heart Institute is studying genes
involved in the build-up of cells
in blood vessels. The research
could take us nearer gene
therapy treatments to prevent
blocked arteries.

B

Aberdeen
Doctors at Aberdeen’s Royal
Infirmary are trying to develop a
new test to show which heart
attack patients could benefit most
from surgery. BHF has backed the
research with a £75,000 grant.

New research projects BHF is funding research
all over the UK, into virtually every aspect of
heart and circulatory disease.These are just a
few of the new projects which got underway
in 1998/99 thanks to the BHF’s support.

F

C

Birmingham/London
Scientists in Birmingham and
London are collaborating on
research which hopes to find a new
‘clotbuster’ drug based on the
venom of the green mamba snake
thanks to an £84,000 BHF grant.
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London
BHF-funded research is helping
other countries too. A £140,000
project at the London School of
Hygiene and Tropical Medicine
hopes to find a new treatment for
Chagas’ disease which affects 20
million people in Latin America. As
many as one in four sufferers will
develop heart disease.

Manchester
Improvements in the treatment of
irregular heartbeats could be the
result of a £65,000 grant to the
Manchester Heart Centre.

the heart of research
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London
Up to a third of black adults
may suffer from high blood
pressure. £95,000 from the BHF is
funding research at St George’s
Hospital Medical School to try to
find out why.

Loughborough
An £80,000 BHF-funded project at
the University of Loughborough is
studying walking as a way of
reducing fat levels in the blood.

Cardiff
Ultrasound scans and slow motion
films are being used by scientists at
the University of Wales College of
Medicine to study artificial heart
valves. The £35,000 project hopes
to find out why life-threatening
blood clots sometimes form.

H

Belfast
An £87,000 BHF grant to Belfast
City Hospital is funding
research into genes which
cause some families to suffer
from high cholesterol levels.

I

Nottingham
£120,000 is funding a study in
Nottingham into natural substances
in the body called endocannabinoids
which are similar to the active
ingredient in cannabis. The research
could open the way to new ways of
controlling high blood pressure.

C

London
Dental treatment can be a problem
for some heart patients – bacteria
can get into the bloodstream and
infect the heart. An £89,000 project
at the Eastman Dental Hospital is
trying to find out which procedures
are most risky.

C

London
Doctors at St Thomas’s Hospital in
London are trying to find out why
Japanese men are five times less
likely to have a heart attack than
British men. A £28,000 BHF grant
could tell us if foods containing
soya are the answer.
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Ultrasound helps stop the clots
Thanks to Dr Hugh Markus and
colleagues at King’s College School of
Medicine in London, new ‘clotbuster’
drugs could, in future, be put to the
test without the need for animal
research. They have been using a
special ultrasound (high frequency
sound) scanning technique to look

Research results
Not every research project brings a new
treatment or cure. But, in some way, all the research
the BHF funds gives doctors and scientists a greater
understanding of an aspect of heart disease which
can lay the foundations for later breakthroughs.
Here’s an update on a few BHF-funded projects
which published results in 1998/99.

“Our research has shown that this
ultrasound technique has great
potential as a new way of studying
blood clots caused by this and other
operations. New drugs could be
tested first in this way as a possible
alternative to animal research and to
show if large expensive trials are
justified,” said Dr Markus.

This ultrasound scan
shows how a blood clot
can be detected (the red
area in the centre)

Dr Hugh Markus

for blood clots in patients undergoing
an operation to clear arteries in the
neck. Operations like this can cause
harmful blood clots to develop,
which can lead to a stroke, so patients
are given anti-clotting drugs to reduce
the risks.
The researchers used ultrasound to
monitor the number of clots in the
bloodstream after the operation.
They compared two groups of
patients – one given the standard
clotbuster treatment and one given a
new drug known as GSNO. Their
scans showed that patients given the
new drug had significantly fewer clots
in the blood up to three hours after
the operation.
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Emergency treatment saves lives
Still on the subject of clotbusters and
clot prevention, research organised by
scientists at Oxford University has
shown that giving these drugs as part
of the emergency treatment of heart
attacks produces long-term benefits for
patients. The project was funded by the
BHF and the Medical Research Council.
The ISIS-2 study of clotbusters and
aspirin followed 17,000 heart attack
patients in 16 countries for up to 10
years after a heart attack. It found
that for every 1,000 patients who had
originally received clotbusters on
admission to hospital, and took
aspirin for a month afterwards,
around 40 extra patients were still

the heart of research

Dr Hugh Montgomery and colleagues
have been studying a gene called ACE.
In 1998 they showed that some forms
of this gene seem to be related to
improved physical performance during
Dr Colin Baigent, one of the
exercise or other activity. More recently,
researchers involved, commented,
they have found that the same gene has
“This study has shown that, unless
an effect on whether or not people gain
unsuitable for a particular patient, a
clotbuster and aspirin should generally or lose body fat as a result of exercise.
alive 10 years later. Older patients
were also shown to benefit from this
treatment as much as younger ones.

be given to patients with a heart attack
as soon as possible after they reach
hospital. Aspirin should then be
continued after patients leave hospital,
since this provides even greater
protection against further heart attack
and strokes.”

Volunteer soldiers were monitored
during a 10 week period of intensive
training. By the end of this period, some
had gained up to half a kilogram of fat
while others had lost up to a quarter of
a kilogram. The different weight
changes were associated with having
different versions of the ACE gene.

Fit or Fat – is it in the genes?

“What we may be seeing is that some
people have more efficient cells,”
explains Dr Montgomery. “If we
could find out how to make other
people’s cells behave in this way, we
might be able to help reduce the
damage done during a heart attack.”

BHF-funded researchers at University
College London Medical School have
been finding out more about how our
bodies respond to exercise. Their work
could shed light on the way our cells
use energy and this could be important
for understanding how heart muscle
cells cope with being starved of
oxygen during a heart attack.
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Risk factors
They have used ultrasound scans to
look for aneurysms in 1,500 people
aged between 55 and 74 and found
that 40 of them had an undiagnosed
aneurysm. They then measured a range
of possible risk factors such as smoking,
weight and physical activity as well as
carrying out blood tests. Their findings

Research update 1
Reducing the risk
from swollen arteries

Prof Fowkes,

What’s the problem?

Katie Wilson

were compared with a similar group
split with fatal consequences. Up to
of people who did not have aneurysms.
3%
of
men
and
1%
of
women
over
60
To most people ‘heart disease’ probably
means heart attacks and angina, but in may have an aneurysm, but in many
cases they may be completely unaware. “We have found that people who
reality there are many other forms of
smoke have a higher risk of
heart and circulatory disease. One
A number of BHF-funded projects are developing an aneurysm,” says Prof
such problem, a potentially lifetrying to find out more about aneurysms Fowkes. “And this is in addition to the
threatening condition called aortic
fact that smoking causes furring-up of
and how to treat and prevent them.
aneurysm, is the focus of several
the arteries, which in turn is
“We don’t really know exactly what
research projects funded by the BHF.
associated with a higher risk of an
causes aneurysms, or who is most
aneurysm.” The Professor and his
vulnerable,” explains Prof Gerry
The aorta is the main artery carrying
team are now carrying out further
oxygen-rich blood out of the heart and Fowkes from the University of
work to try to explain how smoking
Edinburgh. He and his colleagues are
on to the rest of the body. This blood
could have these effects.
carrying out research to try to get to
vessel is normally around 2cm in
the bottom of this mystery.
diameter, but in some people an
aneurysm develops in the aorta as it
passes through the abdomen. This
means the aorta becomes steadily
enlarged and, in the worst cases, it can
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Tough decisions
Aneurysms also present doctors with
difficult decisions when deciding how
to treat patients. Many, particularly
smaller, aneurysms do not cause
problems. But predicting which ones
will become more dangerous is
difficult, as Katie Wilson, also of the
University of Edinburgh, explains.

predicting what might happen. “It
seems that some aneurysms become
stiffer as they grow and that these
tend not to burst. But other aneurysms
become stretchy and these may be
more likely to burst,” explains Katie.
The project has already won a ‘best
clinical trial’ prize from the European

“Research we published last year
showed that surgery isn’t the best
option for people with smaller
aneurysms,” explains Prof Powell.
“But many of these smaller aneurysms
will continue to grow and could
become more problematic, so clearly
treatments to stop this happening
would be a big step forward.”

heart
inferior
vena cava

kidneys

aortic
aneurysm

Prof Powell

“Most aneurysms which burst are large.
But small aneurysms can occasionally
burst and indeed some large aneurysms
can expand indefinitely.” Doctors try
to predict what will happen by measuring
the diameter of the aorta, how fast it
is growing and whether or not the patient
has symptoms. But this isn’t enough to
help doctors get it right every time.

Society of Vascular Surgery and hopefully
the final analysis, due in 1999, will
confirm the findings and give doctors a
vital new way to identify patients most
at risk.

Treatment better than cure?

Meanwhile, BHF-funded researchers
at Imperial College in London are
Katie is looking for other ways to
searching for new treatments for
predict how an aneurysm will behave. aneurysms. Although corrective
The four-year project has involved
surgery has a relatively high success
scanning aneurysms in over 200 patients rate, it can be hazardous and may not
every six months to monitor changes.
be an option for some patients. So
Preliminary results suggest that the
Prof Janet Powell and her colleagues
stretchiness of the aorta, which can be are looking to develop drugs which
measured using ultrasound and
could help slow or reverse the
computers, could be another factor in development of aneurysms.

Prof Powell’s research has shown that
substances made in the aneurysm, called
isoprostanes and prostanoids, may have
a role in causing aneurysms. These
chemicals, which are related to certain
types of unsaturated fat in the diet,
seem to kill off the smooth muscle cells
in the wall of arteries. These cells are
necessary to make the aorta elastic and
repair weakened areas. Fewer of these
cells would make the aorta more prone
to ballooning out to form an aneurysm.
“Thanks to the support of the BHF, we
are well on the road to developing drugs
to safely block these chemicals,” adds
Prof Powell. “If we are successful, this
will help doctors to protect their patients
and save many from the trauma of surgery.”
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as platelets and proteins, to build up.
But what if this process could be
controlled to stop the damaging clots
forming which lead to heart attacks
and strokes?

Getting down to specifics
BHF Chairholder, Prof Keith Fox, is

developing new drugs which can
interfere with these processes and
allow the arteries to heal.
“Aspirin can help reduce the risk of
clotting, but we need better and more
specific drugs,” adds Prof Fox. His
work is already proving very
successful – “We have been testing

Research update 2
Good clot? Bad clot?

Prof Grant (2nd from right) and colleagues

What’s a clot?
Most of us take it for granted that if
we cut ourselves the wound will heal.
Part of that process depends on blood
clots which stop the flow of blood and
get healing underway. But not every
blood clot is quite so helpful. If a clot
forms in one of the arteries supplying
the heart muscle with blood, the result
is usually a heart attack. And clots
elsewhere can cause other problems,
such as a stroke.
A complicated series of chemical
reactions in the blood leads to the
formation of a clot. Damage to the
lining of a blood vessel triggers a
chain reaction which causes cells and
other components of the blood, such
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carrying out research to find out what
leads to the clots that cause heart
attacks, as distinct from the more
familiar clots that stop external
bleeding. “We want to be able to
prevent clots in the coronary arteries,
but allow them to form when needed
elsewhere in the body,” he explains.
“But to do that, we need to identify
the processes that are specific to injury
in the coronary arteries.”
Prof Fox and his colleagues at the
University of Edinburgh are studying
the linings of the coronary arteries to
find out more about how damage here
can trigger blood clots. Understanding
all the step-by-step chemical reactions
involved opens up the possibility of

two kinds of drugs, known as antithrombins and platelet receptor
antagonists, and have shown that they
can be effective in reducing the risk of
heart attacks. And because some of
the key steps involved in clot
formation have now been identified,
we can develop tests to predict which
patients with unstable angina may
have the highest risk of having a heart
attack, and ensure they get the priority
treatment they need.”

the heart of research

However, some people with the
protective mutation still have heart
attacks, probably as a result of having
other risk factors. “This is a perfect
example of how genes and the
“Our blood contains a substance called environment interact to determine our
risk of having a heart attack, “adds
fibrinogen, which is soluble and can
move around freely in the circulation,” Prof Grant. “And if we can find out
how the mutation lowers risk, we might
says Prof Grant. “But, when a
down fibrin, repairing damage to the
arteries. But, at some point, this
system may tip out of balance and
cause a dangerous blood clot to form.

Prof Fox

Nature or nurture?

clot is needed, this fibrinogen is
The lifestyle risk factors for heart disease quickly converted into molecules of
are well known – things like smoking, fibrin which join together, becoming
high fat diets and lack of exercise. But insoluble and helping a clot to form.”
heart disease also runs in families, so
clearly there are genetic factors involved. This crucial change from soluble to
insoluble is controlled by a clotting
Prof Peter Grant of the University of
Leeds is looking at the genes involved factor in the blood – factor XIII.
Prof Grant has discovered that some
in clotting and how they could be
people have a different, mutated,
affected by different risk factors.
form of the gene needed to make
factor XIII. And these people are less
Genes tell the body how to make
likely to suffer a heart attack. “We
proteins – including the ones needed
think this mutation could be doing
to make a blood clot. Prof Grant and
his team are studying a particular clot one of two things,” says Prof Grant.
protein called fibrin. This protein acts “Either it is interfering with the
production of fibrin, or it is making
like a scaffold, helping build a framethe body more efficient at breaking
work for clots. Our bodies may be
it down.”
continually building up and breaking

be able to use this knowledge to develop
new therapies to help reduce the risk
of a heart attack in others.”
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Patient Care You can survive a heart attack,
you can live with heart disease.Thousands
now do because BHF is able to help through:
new equipment in hospitals; BHF Nurses and
funding for rehabilitation; heart support
groups; defibrillators and life-saving training.
All these can save and improve lives.

the heart of patient care

Gower power
Someone who has a cardiac arrest
needs urgent medical attention to save
his or her life – ideally within eight
minutes. But in more isolated parts of
the country, an ambulance may have
problems getting to the scene in time.
Take the Gower Peninsula in South

in first aid and emergency life support,
including the use of the BHF-funded
defibrillator carried on board. This
allows them to carry out basic life
support until the ambulance and
paramedics arrive.
The firefighters have also set up their
own Heartstart UK scheme, with the

Dr Pye

Wales for example. Although just
twelve miles by five, the roads are
small and can frequently be blocked
by traffic or bad weather which can
cause life-threatening delays. And
during the summer months, holidaymakers can treble the population raising
the chances of a serious emergency.

support of the BHF. Heartstart
Gower trains local people, including
school students, in emergency life
support techniques to help provide
another safety mechanism in the event
of an emergency.

“We’re very grateful for the
Foundation’s support,” said officer-inHowever, emergency patients in Gower charge Adrian Hughes. “Affiliating to
now have a much better chance of help Heartstart UK as well as getting the
financial help to buy a defibrillator
thanks to the combined forces of the
Mid & West Wales Fire Brigade and the has been a major step forward in
Welsh Ambulance Service NHS Trust. A providing emergency medical help
specially equipped Landrover, based at for the people in Gower.”
the Reynoldston fire station in the centre
of the peninsula, means a fire crew
can often be first on the scene at an
emergency. The crew have been trained

Well equipped
York District Hospital is better
equipped for diagnosing heart
problems, thanks to some recent BHF
grants, which were in turn helped by a
generous local legacy of over £19,000.
The cardiology department is now the
proud owner of two new electrocardiograph machines for analysing
heart rhythms, plus two portable
versions to allow patients to be
monitored during their daily lives.
“Having this extra equipment will help
us diagnose and help patients much
more quickly,” commented Dr Maurice
Pye of the hospital. “We’re very grateful
to the BHF and to the generous legacy
that made it possible.”
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didn’t want to call a doctor or cause a
fuss. But, thanks to the heart attack
card, Angela was able to persuade him
that he needed emergency help.
“When he saw the card David agreed
we should call the doctor,” explains
Angela. “As a result he got treatment
for his heart attack within two hours

David and Angela Dickie

Plastic fantastic
Each year the BHF distributes thousands
of small, plastic cards giving the
warning signs of a heart attack and
advice on what to do. No bigger than
a credit card, they may not look
much. But Angela Dickie and her
husband David from East Kilbride
proved that one of these cards could
literally be something of a life-saver.

and this has really helped him to make
an excellent recovery. The BHF’s cards
are simple, but effective – everyone
should carry one!”

Coleraine leads the way

Coleraine Hospital in Northern
Ireland is leading the way in services
for heart patients, with a little help
from the BHF. Four years ago, the
Angela had been given a card by the
Foundation funded the appointment
occupational health nurse at work –
of a training officer, Sheila Orr, to
her employers, British Energy, run a
teach resuscitation skills to hospital
Heartstart UK scheme. Only six months staff, members of the public, cardiac
later, when David felt unwell with
patients and their relatives.
chest pains and other symptoms of a
heart attack, did Angela remember the A year later, we gave the hospital a
BHF card. Like many men, David
£25,000 grant to appoint a cardiac
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rehabilitation co-ordinator. The post
was filled by Donna Hanna who set
up a very successful rehabilitation
programme for recovering heart
patients. At the same time, Sheila and
Donna set up a Heartstart UK scheme
as part of the rehabilitation
programme, teaching basic life
support skills to patients and relatives.

Donna Hanna

Donna went on to win a Nursing
Standard Nurse 98 award for her
work in developing the programme.
More recently, the hospital was
awarded funding to appoint a BHF
Nurse, the first in Northern Ireland,
and Donna was appointed to this new
role in February 1999.
Cardiologist Dr Owen Finnegan is
delighted at how the BHF’s support
has helped develop cardiac services at
the hospital, “The Foundation has
really given us a helping hand to
move things forward and, as a
result, we can now support cardiac
patients all the way from admission
to recovery.”

Nursing times
BHF Nurses are going from strength
to strength. We now fund 44 nurses
based at NHS trusts all over the UK,
from Argyll to Bath.
“Our evaluation of the first BHF
Nurses showed us just how big a
contribution they were making to help
patients on the road to recovery,”
explains Katharine Peel, Head of
Cardiac Care at the BHF. “They have
also added a new and very human face
to the BHF which has been greatly
welcomed, so hopefully having 30
more will have an even greater impact.”

the start. Two years into the job, how
is she finding it? “Being a BHF Nurse
is enjoyable and very rewarding –
knowing I am helping people return to
normal life. The only down side to the
job is being reminded just how many
heart patients still face problems.”

Claire Worsman is one of the BHF
Nurses who joined the pilot scheme at
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Education Prevention really is better than cure.
BHF’s education department spreads the
message of a healthy lifestyle – whether you’re
a heart patient or fit and well, whether you’re
young or old.We also help health professionals
with specialised information and training, and
local projects benefit from educational grants.

the heart of education

“We are extremely proud of the site
and the feedback from users has been
very positive,” commented Heather
Waring, BHF’s Head of Education.
“The internet looks set to become a
very important and exciting new way
for the BHF to get across its message,
not only in the UK, but to a truly
international audience.”

Wales tales
It’s easy to forget that English isn’t the
first language for everyone living in the
UK. For example, in many parts of
Wales, Welsh is the first language both
in professional life and in the home.
With this in mind, the Foundation has
introduced a new Welsh version of its
‘heart attack’ reminder card. Over

Stephanie Buckley

Net gains

Artie goes global

Moving swiftly with the times, BHF has
launched its website at www.bhf.org.uk.
The site gives an overview of all the
BHF’s areas of work, including a look
at 30 years of heart research, simple
advice for reducing the risk of heart
disease and up-to-date news. Visitors
can also order publications, videos
and other resources. Artie Beat, the
heart-health character for younger
children, has his own section and
children can send emails to Artie or
join his club on-line.

Artie Beat has had another great year
of success, helping youngsters learn
about heart health. 10-year-old
Stephanie Buckley from Wigan
became the lucky 10,000th member
of the Artie Beat Club. For the first
time, members of the Club were
offered Artie Christmas cards to
spread healthy season’s greetings.

The site has had excellent press reviews
and feedback from users all over the
world. Plans are underway to expand
the site, including more information
for schools and teachers.

1,000 cards are already in circulation
and they have been very well received
as another step forward in the gradual
introduction of materials in languages
other than English.

Artie could also be going international.
The Swedish, Danish, Norwegian and
Irish Heart Foundations have asked to
use the character and some of the
materials in their own education
programmes. So be sure to look out
for Artie on your travels!
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We’ve been ‘ad’
The Foundation ventured onto the
airwaves again this year with its
second awareness-raising television
advertising campaign. The new advert
continued the theme of the first by
reminding younger adults of the risks
of heart disease, but taking a slightly
different approach.

Taking its cue from the familiar
phrase ‘you’re more likely to get hit
by a bus’, the commercial showed a
young man smoking, drinking and
over indulging as he moves steadily
into middle age. Unsurprisingly, he
ends up in the cardiac care ward while
the buses linking each scene continue
to roll past.
Commenting on the impact of the
campaign, Maxine Smith, Director of
Communications, said, “We had over
7,000 calls to our special information
line from the first one-month burst
of advertising. And visits to our
website virtually doubled during the
same period. This just goes to show
how effective television can be in
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raising awareness of, and interest in,
our heart health messages.”

Teacher talk
Young people are one of the Foundation’s
main target groups for its education
work. Helping children learn healthy
habits early in life should help many of

them carry those habits into adulthood.
Children are also keen to learn
emergency and resuscitation skills
which could save the life of other
members of the family.
With this in mind, BHF took its
message on the road to the Education
Show at the NEC in Birmingham
which attracts teachers and education
experts from all over the UK. BHF
displays included information about
resources for schools, Heartstart UK
and fundraising events for schools and
youth groups. The website and the ‘Fit
or Twit’ CD ROM were also on show
and very much the centre of attention.
“Teachers were really pleased to have

the heart of education

a chance to find out more about the
BHF,” said Melissa Jones, Schools
Education Officer. “We gave out over
2,000 information packs and had lots
of helpful feedback. Being at the
Education Show was a great way of
encouraging teachers to promote heart
health and join the BHF in the fight
against heart disease.”

65.4 million working days are lost
every year in the UK alone.
“This report highlights the fact that
CHD not only causes human loss and
suffering, but also has a huge impact on
the economy,” explains Dr Vivienne
Press, Assistant Medical Director.
“Hopefully employers and policy
makers will see this as an incentive to

physical activity levels. Now the BHF
has joined forces with the Countryside
Agency (formerly the Countryside
Commission) to set up a national
walking scheme called ‘Walking; the
Way to Health’.
To get the ball rolling, three
‘demonstration’ schemes have been

work with the BHF in helping improve funded in Eastbourne, Walsall and
heart health in the workplace.”
Leicester to show different ways of
encouraging local people to get walking.
Every year the BHF publishes its
They all take slightly different
‘Coronary Heart Disease Statistics’
approaches – for example, in Walsall,
report, regarded by many as the
Stepping out
authoritative guide to the scale of the
The very word ‘exercise’ is enough to local community groups have created
sculptures and signs to mark out three
problem in the UK. This year the report make some people shudder. But
health walk routes. All the schemes
was joined by a special supplement into research clearly shows that physical
will set up programmes of led walks,
the economic cost of CHD which
activity can dramatically reduce the
provide information about walking
grabbed the headlines towards the end risk of heart disease. However, the
and make routes safer and more
of 1998.
good news is that physical activity
attractive. It is planned to expand the
doesn’t have to mean running a
The ‘Economic Supplement’ showed
marathon or going to the gym. As long scheme into a national network of
that CHD costs the UK economy
as it’s done regularly, moderate activity health walks.
£10bn a year. This is a result not only such as gardening, dancing or walking,
of costs to the healthcare system, but
can help heart health.
mainly of production losses from
death and illness in those of working
Walking, in particular, is a great way
age. The report estimates that over
for people of all ages to increase their

Counting the cost
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Fundraising Your money really makes a
difference.The BHF raises money from events,
from business sponsorship but most of all from
individual donations by the public.There are
many ways to give – items for our shops,
leaving a legacy in your will, even walking the
Great Wall of China. Every penny helps.

the heart of fundraising

funded by the BHF. Jason was on his
first patrol. Three of his colleagues had
been keeping Phil alive with basic life
support. The runner had had a cardiac
arrest, but after undergoing
angioplasty, was home within a week.

The emblem of the Appeal was the
British Heart Foundation rose, sold by
national retailers and our own
branches, regional offices and shops
for £1 each.

Miranda Ford, Director of Fundraising,
said, “Much of the Appeal’s success
Maxine Smith, BHF Director of
Communications, explains, “We wanted was due to the efforts of BHF staff

Start a Heart Appeal

and volunteers who raised money
through local fundraising events. We
must also thank the thousands of
supporters who responded with such
generosity to a postal appeal. The
money raised in the Appeal has helped
us to supply 285 defibrillators to
These ‘defibs’ are ideal for those first
on the scene in an emergency, such as Support for the Appeal came from the communities across the UK in the past
year. In this time BHF-funded defibs
top: The Prime Minister, Tony Blair
police and fire brigades and St John
endorsed it and the Minister for Public have already saved at least 20 lives.”
Ambulances. They help save lives in
Health, Tessa Jowell launched it. TV
areas where lots of people gather,
doctors Mark Porter and Hilary Jones
such as sports venues and large
helped ensure it made headlines. It
railway stations.
was covered by national and regional
When 41-year-old Phil Smith collapsed newspapers, TV and radio programmes.
Many interviews featured former heart
during the Flora London Marathon
1998, Jason Rose from Hendon St John patients talking about how their lives
were saved.
Ambulance brought him back to life
with a defibrillator which had been
In June 1998 the BHF launched its Start
a Heart Appeal. The aim was to raise
money to provide trained first-aiders
with a new semi-automatic defibrillator.

to build on the success of the BHF’s
pioneering campaign of the 1980s,
bringing defibs even closer to those
who need them. We also needed to
educate people about the vital role
they play in the chain of survival.”
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BHF staff, others prefer to put on their
own. What they get in return is the
chance to make new friends, learn new
skills or rediscover ones they haven’t
used for a while.

event raised £38,000 for the BHF.
In its second year, the Canary Wharf
Jog raised £62,000 – twice as much as
the year before. 1005 people from
local businesses took part.

This year, we started work on a new
campaign to build up our volunteer
network. We produced a new leaflet

Rafting through the rapids in Teeside
were 22 teams competing in the MCMT
(Mike Corbett Memorial Trophy)

Community Fundraising

Time to help
Around 3,500 volunteers give their
free time to run the BHF’s 400-plus
fundraising branches. Another 6,000
are helping to keep our chain of charity
shops in business. We rely upon this
loyal crew who are dedicated to the
British Heart Foundation, and raising
money to fight heart disease.
All kinds of people help the BHF and
we are grateful to them all: teenagers
and students looking for work
experience; career changers who want
to try something more rewarding;
back-to-work mothers, retired people
and those recovering from heart
disease.
Some help run the events organised by
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and posters which feature real volunteers
explaining in their own words why
they choose to help us, what they do
for the BHF, and the difference it
makes to their lives.

Around the country
Our fundraising events are all different
too. Here are just a few which took
place around the country last year:
Britain’s Biggest Mountain Challenge
involved 200 walkers from across the
UK and as far away as Germany and
the USA scaling Ben Nevis, Snowdon
and Sca Fell in one weekend. The
winning team took only 5 hrs, 20 mins
to go up and down all three. The

White Water Event, raising £10,000.
Area organiser Denise Watts took an
off-road drive in a 1944 Daimler
armoured car at a historic vehicle show
in Maidstone, Kent which raised £1,560.
Cycling around the beautiful Gower
Penisula, the 3,500 participants in
the South Wales Bike Ride raised a
magnificent £46,500.
17 riders from the clothing group William
Baird plc invited fashion designer Jeff
Banks to cycle with them from Land’s
End to John O’Groats in an End to
End Bike Ride. They raised a
staggering £120,000.

the heart of fundraising

Walkabout UK
Walkabout UK, supported by
footcare specialist Scholl, combined
exercise and fundraising in one sunny
September weekend.
The 80 sponsored walks ranged from
the tranquil and picturesque Oxford
Colleges event to more challenging

to the coast. In 1998, they raised an
incredible £1.83m for BHF – the
most ever.
For the second year running, the top
individual fundraiser was John
Finlaison who raised over £17,000.
The “Diamond Pedlars” – John and
his many colleagues from CSO

with the British Heart Foundation.
The BHF stand, a huge, interactive
“mind, body and soul” experience,
proved so popular that people were
happy to queue up again to get back
inside. Visitors were encouraged to
“Look Good, Feel Good.” A computer
quiz gave their brains a workout, then
a bounce on the inflatable dance floor

Events for Everyone

Valuations in London – have raised
walks through the Lake District. BBC
TV presenter and keen walker Alice Beer over £103,000 for the BHF over
set a cracking pace in the Heart of Surrey. three years.
Overall, the 4,700 walkers raised
£141,000 for the BHF. Top individual
fundraiser was Adam Anderson from
Scotland who persuaded his sponsors
to part with £2,719.50 for BHF and
won a week’s holiday for two in a
Cornish cottage for his efforts.

The prize for best fancy dress was won
by friends Mark Fiske and David
Crinnion from Leighton Buzzard. The
pair disguised themselves as Vikings
and their bikes as a longship. They beat
off fierce competition from ducks, a
traffic warden and an archbishop!

London to Brighton

The Clothes Show

The British Heart Foundation London
to Brighton Bike Ride is the charity’s
flagship event. Every June 27,000 riders
– first-timers and committed cyclists
both – pedal from Clapham Common

The BHF reached out to the younger
generation through fashion last
December. The Clothes Show – the
largest fashion and beauty event in
the world – was held in association

got hearts pounding. A chill-out room
with massage chairs helped them wind
down again.
People donated their nearly-new clothes
for us to sell in our shops. Lots more
bought the season’s fashion essential –
a funky T-shirt created for BHF by
designer-to-the stars Antonio Berardi.
Martine McCutcheon, Barbara Windsor,
Joanna Lumley, Louise, B*Witched,
Chris Eubank and Martin Clunes
(shown above with his wife Philippa)
were among the celebrities who
modelled the T-shirt for OK! magazine.

The Clothes Show is a registered trademark of The British
Broadcasting Corporation and is used under licence.
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The 76 adventurers who took part in
our Jordan Hike in March, Iceland
Bike Ride in May, and Greece Bike
Ride in September 1998 raised
£217,000 in sponsor money and
registration fees. Those who take part
are spurred on by the exotic locations,
unique camaraderie and dual
fundraising and physical challenges.

Junior Golf

Jump Rope For Heart

A Marathon effort

Children across the country are
skipping lessons for the BHF. Last
year, 1,110 teams raised £416,000 in
our Jump Rope For Heart scheme.

On Sunday 26 April, we were delighted
to cheer on 500-plus Heart Runners,
flying the flag for the BHF in the 18th
London Marathon, currently being
sponsored by Flora. Between them they
raised £355,000 for the BHF. Actress
Cathy Shipton (Duffy in BBC’s
Casualty) kindly agreed to be patron
of the team. Top fundraiser was Captain
John Twilley from South Wirral who
raised £5,356 and won a place in the
New York City Marathon (and a
weekend break to co-incide with it).

magazine. Professional golfer Colin
Montgomerie gave the championship
star appeal. The 3,330 young players
from schools and junior golf clubs
raised £98,000 for the BHF.

A world of experience
Our World Experiences – overseas
hiking and biking events – are for
people with a thirst for adventure
who are reasonably fit and raring to
go, and can set themselves a goal and
really go for it. The reward is a lasting
personal achievement which helps the
BHF’s fight against heart and
circulatory disease.
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The British Heart Foundation Junior
Golf Championship has really taken
off. Budding Tiger Woods of all
standards were delighted to get the
chance to tee off on the UK’s top golf
courses. The 1998 event was supported
by the Royal & Ancient Golf Club of
St Andrews and Golf Monthly

The winning team, St Martins
Comprehensive School, Caerphilly,
beat 17 teams of three in the National
Final at The Belfry in October. The
top fundraising team was Loretto
School, Midlothian, which, as well as
managing to qualify for the National
Final, raised the magnificent sum
of £1,233.

the heart of fundraising

to visit a team of researchers in Oxford
whose work is funded by the BHF.
Dr Kieran Clarke and colleagues at
the John Radcliffe Hospital are using
Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI)
We raise money through a variety of
means and were proud when our 1998 to study the heart in the living
human body.
raffle was the most successful ever.
Supporters sold tickets on our behalf
and £270,000 was raised with a
our popular twice-yearly magazine
which includes articles on all aspects
of BHF’s work.

Looking after our supporters

Every donation makes a difference.
Every supporter is important, whether
they give money or time.
Our staff take pride in building
relationships with donors. We are
always delighted to receive phone calls
and letters. One lady wrote: “I am
pleased to be able to enclose my
cheque for £10 in support of BHF’s
wonderful work. It is five years now
since my touch of heart trouble which
was quite terrifying...but I found your
support at the time invaluable and
continue to look forward to hearing
all the latest news on the subject.”
We communicate with over 190,000
of our supporters through NewsBeat,

further £136,000 in donations. The
winner of the first prize, a Suzuki
Swift car, lives on the Isle of Bute and
was delighted with his win.
CORE (Committed to Ongoing
Research and Education) is our
regular giving scheme for supporters
who donate to the BHF. This
invaluable support allows us to plan
ahead, providing vital funding for
research and education projects. We
send our CORE members special
updates to give them an insight into
the work they help fund.

This site visit was a fascinating
opportunity for the staff and
supporters to see how money donated
to the BHF in the past led to the
development of MRI, now an
important tool in the diagnosis and
understanding of heart conditions. In
the words of one supporter: “We felt
very privileged to be allowed to see
the research being done. We were very
impressed by the enthusiasm and
dedication shown by all of the
researchers.”

Our supporters need to know that the
BHF is spending their money wisely.
In April 1998, we took a small group
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Here are some testimonials from a
selection of our corporate partners:
“Kwik Save is delighted to have worked
in partnership with the BHF throughout
1998/9 as our Charity of the Year. Close
to £1/2m was raised through staff and
customer fundraising events. Together we
ran a successful Artie Beat children’s

spends with their Halifax Visa Charity
Card, they raise another 50p for their
chosen charity. And we will keep the
donations at this level until an extra £1
million in total has been raised, meaning
the charities should receive almost £2
million in our card’s anniversary year.”

K P Flanagan, Head of Card Services
Halifax plc

Corporate partnerships

Friends Provident’s £37,000
donation to the BHF was used
to support Dr Peter Collins’
(pictured left) research on the
link between testosterone
and coronary heart disease

Company care

recipe competition in-store. Obviously
the health of our customers and staff is of
primary concern to us – healthy eating on
a budget is something we are passionate
The BHF forges relationships with
about. The BHF’s commitment to the
industry and commerce, tailor made to fight against heart disease struck a chord
each partner’s aims and needs. Some
with staff and customers alike.”

Businesses are increasingly aware of
the value of partnering the BHF.

companies support research projects,
others sponsor events or literature, but
whatever their involvement they agree
on the common benefit – creating a
business advantage.
Working with the BHF makes good
business sense - generating staff and
customer goodwill and promoting the
company profile and product range.
But don’t just take our word for it.
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Francis Marra, Regional Director
Kwik Save Stores Ltd
“The Halifax Visa Charity Card is the
most successful affinity card in the world
and to date has raised over £10.5 million
for the three charities it supports. To
celebrate the card’s record breaking success
and our ten year relationship with the
charities, Halifax has doubled the donation
made every time the card is used.
Therefore, for every £100 a cardholder

“We have supported BHF projects in our
local areas since 1996. This year we chose
to support the research work of Dr Simon
J Hardwick into how certain types of fat
in the blood could be causing furring of
the arteries.”

Clare Carpenter, Assistant Secretary
BPB plc
We are also grateful to the BHF’s
other corporate partners which include
Marks & Spencer and Tesco Stores Ltd
whose staff supported BHF in selling
roses during British Heart Week.
For more information on developing
a corporate partnership with the
BHF, ring Corporate Fundraising on
0207 487 7160/9432.

the heart of fundraising

(ECG) machine to the hospital, due in
part to a BHF legacy. The presentation
was postponed as the ECG machine
monitored Charlotte’s heart.
Half of the monitor’s cost came from
a single legacy of £5,000 left to the
BHF by Mrs Kathleen Rose. The
benefactor’s niece, Mrs Vicki

surgeon, Professor Sir Magdi Yacoub.
In it he describes his reasons for leaving
a legacy to the British Heart Foundation.
“The BHF has funded much of the
research into life-saving advances that
are now taken for granted. I’m totally
committed to helping the BHF continue
their work. And that’s why, when I

Legacies

Charlotte Parsons and the
Professor Sir Magdi Yacoub

A gift of life
Legacies are vital to the British Heart
Foundation’s work, representing
almost half of our total revenue.
Although most of our legacy income is
invested in heart research it is also
used to fund education projects, patient
care and life-saving cardiac equipment.

BHF-donated ECG machine

Boardman, was told of the role her
aunt’s bequest played in Charlotte’s
recovery and wrote in response:
“I was delighted and very moved
to receive your letter. We have a 10year-old grand daughter, also called
Charlotte, and it brings it home to one
just how vital it is to have up-to-date
equipment on hand. Having worked
for nearly 30 years in cardio-thoracic
intensive care units I am very well aware
of the importance of my aunt’s bequest.”

Rarely has the value of a bequest been
so quickly demonstrated than in the
case of 10-year-old Charlotte Parsons.
Charlotte suffered a severe peanut
allergy last June and was rushed to the
accident and emergency department at
Kent and Sussex Hospital just as
Your legacy to the BHF
representatives of the BHF’s
This year the BHF introduced a new
Tunbridge Wells branch were about to booklet for supporters with an
present a new electrocardiograph
accompanying letter from heart

made my will, I decided to include a
legacy to the British Heart Foundation.”
Even a modest bequest can make a
difference, so please consider
remembering the British Heart
Foundation when you make or
change your will.
For our free booklet on making or
changing your will write to the
Legacy Manager at BHF, 14
Fitzhardinge Street, London W1H
4DH or call 0207 487 7176 for
confidential advice.
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Shopping around

shop floor efficiency which involves
Despite a difficult year’s trading for many thousands of volunteers, paid staff,
BHF donors and a loyal customer base.
retailers, BHF shops have continued to
enjoy considerable success. They earned The sales transaction is only the last
stage of a highly organised and labourin excess of £7 million profit in the
last financial year and opened 35 new intensive operation, as Christine Smith,
manageress of the Finchley BHF shop
shops, bringing the total number, at
describes, “Paid staff and volunteers
the year end, to 383 across the UK.
work together to sort donations, grade

BHF Shops

Christine Smith

This expansion included the opening
of the first of our shops in Northern
Ireland. It is hoped that this will be
the first of many in the Province.

them for quality, price and size and then
hang, steam and ticket the items. We
get well over 1,000 donated items into
the shop every week so you can imagine
that this keeps us extremely busy.”

Many of our existing shops underwent
refits and a number were relocated to Nationwide, the collection, processing
better sites as BHF Shops Division work and sale of the donated items involves
towards their aim of having a shop in 800 paid staff and some 6,000 volunteers.
every thriving town in the UK.
BHF collectors distribute several million
collection sacks to homes each year to
encourage donations. In-store
promotions and local radio appeals are
Don’t dump it – donate it
also used to generate over-the-counter
BHF shops sell a wide range of good
donations. In addition BHF clothing
quality nearly new clothes, bric-abrac, shoes, bags, books and household banks are located throughout the UK
on supermarket, council and corporate
items. Their profitability is testament
sites and their number is growing
to both behind-the-scenes work and
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rapidly. These collections and shop
donations generate many thousands of
donated items sold to over 50,000
BHF customers daily.

Your shop needs you
These tasks, combined with the BHF’s
rapid shop expansion, require an

increasing number of dedicated
volunteers and paid staff. A new
volunteer recruitment campaign and
training initiative have been developed
in response.
Colin Sandford, Chief Executive of
BHF’s Shops Division, described the
growing importance of volunteers,
“Volunteers are an invaluable asset to
the Shops Division. They have always
been the back-bone of our success. As
we continue to open more shops and
to provide a quality product and service
to our customers, it is crucial that we
have enough well trained volunteers to
help us.”
Appeals for new volunteers have been

made through BHF shops and posters,
and leaflets have also been distributed
to hospitals and doctors’ surgeries,
schools and colleges. The recruitment
campaign has been particularly successful
in attracting people who may have
experienced heart disease and younger
volunteers who want work experience.
Specially designed training packages

five or six days a week at the BHF
shop in Neath, described the value of
the training she has received, “I had
long experience in retail, working in a
grocery shop for almost 30 years, but
the scheme has brought me up-to-date
on all aspects of the job. The till
training has been a particular benefit
and I have also learned to price and

have been introduced to instruct
volunteers in the full range of tasks,
including till operation, stock selection
and pricing. Individuals are trained
by managers using easy to follow
training modules, and when a
volunteer has been successfully trained
and accredited they receive a certificate
of achievement.

merchandise stock effectively. I have
definitely developed more personal
confidence as a result.”
To join our team of shop volunteers at
the BHF call 020 8390 8011, or to get
in touch with your nearest BHF shop
call 0870 120 4141.

The benefits to the organisation are
clear, resulting in a more professional
workforce, improved staff skills and
more consistent standards of customer
service, all contributing to increased
sales and profits. Each training session
is also designed to meet the specific
needs of the individual volunteer.
Shop volunteer Ida Curtis, who works
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Helping each other

How the BHF can help you

How you can help the BHF

Heart Health Information
Free packs on aspects of heart disease
such as angina, women & heart disease
and heart attacks. Call 0870 600 6566.

The British Heart Foundation
relies completely on voluntary
support to continue its vital work in
research, education and patient care.
Your contribution can help us fight
heart disease.

BHF Videos & Publications List
For a full listing of leaflets and videos
on every aspect of heart health, write
to Distribution, BHF, 14 Fitzhardinge
Street, London W1H 4DH or see our
website at www.bhf.org.uk.
Heart Support Groups
Recovering heart patients in England
and Wales share experiences at heart
support group meetings. For details of
your nearest affiliated group call our
cardiac care officer on 020 7487 7125.
Heartstart UK
Learn what to do in an emergency.
For details of a local course, call our
Heartstart assistant on 020 7487 9419.
NewsBeat
NewsBeat is a magazine circulated to
BHF supporters. For a regular free
copy please call Supporter Services on
020 7487 7182.
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Make a donation today
Please send a cheque, payable to British
Heart Foundation, to 14 Fitzhardinge
Street, London W1H 4DH.

Earn (GAYE) scheme, you can donate
straight from your gross salary. Call our
payroll giving manager on 020 7487 7132.
Halifax Visa Charity Card
For information on the Halifax Visa
Charity Card and how we benefit,
please call Halifax on 0800 101110,
quoting reference BHF 2.
The Halifax Visa Charity Card is issued by
Halifax plc. Halifax Visa Charity accounts and
the services offered are subject to a satisfactory
appraisal of status and financial standing and are
only available to people aged 18 or over. Written
quotations are available on request from your
local branch or Halifax plc, Trinity Road,
Halifax, West Yorkshire HX1 2RG.

Regular giving
Supporting our work through a simple
standing order or a covenant helps us
Corporate partnership – creating a
plan more effectively for the future.
competitive advantage
If your company would like to work
Gift Aid marks a special date
in partnership with BHF in any of the
Remember an anniversary or special
following ways please call Corporate
occasion by making a gift to BHF. If
Fundraising on 020 7487 7161:
you donate £250 or more, then as
• Philanthropic giving
long as you pay basic or higher rate
tax, we can increase the value of your • Employee fundraising – charity of
the year and give-as-you-earn
gift by almost 30% without it costing
• Cause-related marketing
you a penny more.
• Affinity marketing
• Commercial sponsorship – events,
For information on any of the above,
educational material, advertising
please call the Planned Giving
and appeals
Department on 020 7487 7114/7173.
You can download covenant, standing • Sales and marketing promotions
order and donation forms from the
Christmas catalogue
BHF website at www.bhf.org.uk.
A wide range of quality cards, wrap
and gifts, with all profits going to
Payroll giving
An effortless way to give regular support. BHF. Ring our catalogue request line
on 020 7487 9448, quoting ref. AR1,
If your company runs a Give As You
to order yours.
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How to contact the BHF

9

The BHF has nine regional fundraising offices which cover
the country. Ring your local office if you would like to find
out about events, or volunteer to help the BHF in your area.
BHF Head Office 14 Fitzhardinge Street, London W1H 4DH
020 7935 0185 (Main switchboard) 020 7487 9402 (Community Fundraising)

1

North, East & West Yorks,
Northumberland, Cumbria,
Durham, Tyne & Wear and
Cleveland
4-6 Bridge Street, Tadcaster
North Yorkshire LS24 9AL
Telephone 01937 835421

2

Essex, Norfolk, Suffolk, Cambs,
Herts, Bucks, Beds, Northants
and London North of Thames
2 Kiln House Yard
Baldock Street
Royston, Herts SG8 5AY
Telephone 01763 242414

3

5

Derbys, Notts, Lincs,
Leics and South Yorks
Oak House B, Ransom Wood
Business Park
Southwell Road West
Mansfield, Notts NG21 0ER
Telephone 01623 624558

6

Wales
21 Cathedral Road
Cardiff CF11 9HA
Telephone 029 2038 2368

7

8

Oxon, Glos, West Midlands,
Warks, South Staffs, Shropshire,
Worcs and Herefordshire
239a High Street
Erdington
Birmingham B23 6SS
Telephone 0121 382 3168

9

Hants, East & West Sussex,
Surrey, Berks, Kent, London
South of Thames & Isle of Wight
33 High Street
Ticehurst, Wadhurst
East Sussex TN5 7AS
Telephone 01580 200443

BHF shops
The BHF has a chain of charity
shops across the UK, always in
need of volunteer helpers and
donated stock. Or simply pop
in to pick up a bargain.

BHF Shops Division
Head Office
Broughton House
9 St Marks Hill, Surbiton
Surrey KT6 4SB
Telephone 020 8390 8011

10

Scotland
45a Moray Place
Edinburgh EH3 6BQ
Telephone 0131 226 3705

Lancs, Merseyside, Cheshire,
Gtr Manchester, North Staffs,
Northern Ireland and Isle of Man
7 Queen Avenue
Dale Street,
Liverpool L2 4TZ
Telephone 0151 236 6988
Wilts, Dorset, Somerset, South
Glos, Devon, Cornwall and
Channel Islands
6 Terrace Walk
Bath
Somerset BA1 1LN
Telephone 01225 463616

Field Operations Office
2nd Floor
Equity and Law House
82 Abington Street
Northampton NN1 2AP
Telephone 01604 604614
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Financial report

Income
Legacy fundraising
General fundraising
Retail activities
Investment income

Expenditure
Research
Chairs of cardiovascular medicine
Cardiac care and rehabilitation
Education
Fundraising
Publicity
Management and administration
Reserves

This year the Foundation’s income
rose again, by £2 million (3.6%) to a
new record of just over £58 million.
The steady increase in income over the
years is thanks to the dedicated efforts
of our volunteers both in branches and
shops, together with the hard work of
paid staff.
Legacies, which remain our single
largest source of revenue, bringing in
46% of our income, increased by
16.5% (£3.75m), to £26.4 million.
Fundraising also had a successful year,
with income rising by 9.5% (£1.5m) to
nearly £17 million. This includes £1.83
million raised by 27,000 cyclists and
their sponsors on the BHF London to
Brighton Bike Ride; £3.7 million of in
memoriam donations; £2.8 million as a
result of direct appeals to regular and
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46%
29%
13%
12%
100%

1998/99
£26.4m
£17.0m
£7.3m
£7.4m
£58.1m

66%
8%
6%
10%
14%
3%
1%
-8%
100%

£38.2m
£4.9m
£3.8m
£5.9m
£8.1m
£1.9m
£0.5m
-£5.2m
£58.1m

potential supporters; and almost
£360,000 raised by “Heart Runners”
on the 1998 Flora London Marathon.
Net income from retail activities fell
this year by 26% (£2.5m), to £7.3
million, reflecting the decline in sales
affecting the whole of the retail
sector and a fall in the price of bulk
recycled textiles.
Our expenditure on charitable
objectives has again set a new record,
increasing by £4.7 million (10%) to
nearly £53 million. Research, including
support of our chairs of cardiovascular
medicine, increased by 9.5% and nonresearch activities (education, cardiac
care and rehabilitation) increased by
10% to £9.6 million. Expenditure on
fundraising, publicity and

administration rose by 11%, and the
ratio of these costs to total income in
1998/99 was 18%. This leaves 82%
of income, including reserves from
past years, to be spent on our aim –
to play a leading role in the fight
against heart disease, so that it is no
longer a major cause of disability and
premature death.
For the second year running,
expenditure exceeded income and the
resulting deficit of £5.2 million was
financed by a transfer from the general
reserve. The general reserve, which
now stands at £35.9 million, could if
necessary finance nearly seven months’
expenditure. However £32.2 million
of this reserve consists of book gains
on investments which are dependent
on the buoyancy of the Stock Market.

Statement of financial activities
for the year ended 31 March 1999
1998
£000s

1999
£000s
General fundraising
Legacy fundraising
Income from retail activities
Investment income

15,500
22,657
9,867
8,032

16,971
26,402
7,328
7,364

Total income

56,056

58,065

Research
Chairs of cardiovascular medicine
Cardiac care and rehabilitation
Education

38,239
4,931
3,748
5,836

Fundraising costs
Publicity costs
Management and administration

8,069
1,942
527

34,895
4,517
3,605
5,085
48,102

52,754
7,234
1,799
435
10,538

9,468

Total expenditure

63,292

57,570

Deficit for the year before transfers

(5,227)

(1,514)

1999
£000s

1998
£000s

Balance sheet at 31 March 1999
Tangible assets
Investments
Current assets

18,099
200,107
9,005

18,579
205,927
9,306
233,812

227,211

Liabilities

96,835

88,871

Net assets

136,977

138,340

Less funds set aside for:

Represented by:
General reserve

Chairs maintenance
Fixed assets

80,931
18,099

82,517
18,579

– net surpluses
– unrealised investment gains

101,096

99,030

35,881

39,310
3,244
36,066

3,666
32,215
35,881

The summarised accounts set out above
have been extracted from the full annual
accounts prepared in accordance with the
Companies Act 1985, which were
approved by the Council on 27 July 1999.
The full annual accounts have been:
– audited and the auditors opinion was
unqualified; and
– delivered to the Registrar of Companies
and the Charity Commission.

Professor Sir Keith Peters, Chairman
27 July 1999.

These summarised accounts may not
contain sufficient information to allow for
a full understanding of the financial affairs
of the charity. For further information the
full annual accounts, the auditor’s report
on those accounts and the Council’s annual
report should be consulted; copies of these
can be obtained from the Secretary, British
Heart Foundation, 14 Fitzhardinge Street,
London W1H 4DH.

Auditors’ statement to the directors of the
British Heart Foundation.
We have examined the summarised
financial statements set out above.
Respective responsibilities of directors
and auditors. You are responsible as
directors for the preparation of the
summary financial statements. We have
agreed to report to you our opinion on the
summarised statements’ consistency with
the full financial statements, on which we
reported to the Council on 27 July 1999.

39,310

Basis of opinion
We have carried out the procedures we
consider necessary to ascertain whether the
summarised financial statements are
consistent with the full financial statements
from which they have been prepared.
Opinion
In our opinion the summarised financial
statements are consistent with the full
financial statements for the year ended 31
March 1999.

Binder Hamlyn Chartered Accountants
and Registered Auditors 27 July 1999
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We welcome feedback on this annual review.
Please feel free to send comments to:
Communications Division,
British Heart Foundation,
14 Fitzhardinge Street, London W1H 4DH
email fawcettp@bhf.org.uk
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